It’s a **Girl** Thing.

**Hip Lit for Hip Chicks**

Chick Lit is more than a romance. The main characters in these stories take control of their lives. In the process, they learn to accept themselves and all their flaws.

An * after a title indicates it is also available in our Digital Collection as an eBook.

**Stacey Ballis**
*Recipe for Disaster* *

**Dana Bate**
*The Girls’ Guide to Love and Supper Clubs* *

**Elisabeth Egan**
*A Window Opens* [New Books]

**Liz Fenton**
*The Status of all Things* *

**Giovanna Fletcher**
*Billy and Me* [New Books]

**Lauren Graham**
*Someday, Someday, Maybe* *

**Eliza Kennedy**
*I Take You* *

**Marian Keyes**
*This Charming Man*

**Sophie Kinsella**
*Wedding Night* *

**Jen Lancaster**
*Here I Go Again* *

**Debbie Macomber**

**Jill Mancell**
*The One You Really Want* [New Books]

**Ellen Meister**
*Farewell Dorothy Parker* *

**Lisa Owens**
*Not Working* [New Books]

**Camille Perri**
*The Assistants* [New Books]

**Lucy Sykes**
*The Knockoff* *

---

**Authors of Chick Lit**

In addition to the popular authors listed to the left, you may want to check out these writers of Chick Lit as well!

- Catherine Alliott
- Candace Bushnell
- Meg Cabot
- Claudia Carroll
- Heather Cocks
- Claire Cook
- Jill A Davis
- Harriet Evans
- Katie Fforde
- Helen Fielding
- Zoe Fishman
- Wendy French
- Elizabeth Gilbert
- Jane Green
- Emily Giffin
- Melissa Hill
- Janice Kaplan
- Dorothy Koomson
- Merrill Markoe
- Carole Matthews
- Anna Maxted
- Susan McBride
- Monica McInerney
- Beth Patillo
- Allison Pearson
- Jane Porter
- Melanie Rose
- Allison Winn Scotch
- Melissa Senate
- Sarah Strohmeyer
- Janice A. Thompson
- Joanna Trollope
- Wendy Wax
- Jennifer Weiner
- Lauren Weisberger
- Isabel Wolff

You can also find specific book titles by searching on the phrase “chick lit” in our catalog.

Visit ppld.org/reading-lists for additional lists!
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